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Art in the Time of Colony
Khadija von Zinnenburg Carroll
Empires and the Making of the Modern World, 1650–2000
‘This accomplished and inventive book puts the cultural practices of Aboriginal peoples in conversation with some of the most challenging
forms of contemporary critical theory. Her achievement is both substantial and remarkably subtle.’
Homi K. Bhabha, Director of the Humanities Center at Harvard University, USA
‘Rigorously researched, Art in the Time of the Colony is a seminal study that will change the way in which scholars approach visual culture
and the postcolony. A tour de force.’
Natasha Eaton, University College London, UK 0n Art History: Journal of the Association of Art Historians
‘Carroll’s superbly-written study of colonial art, history, science and cultural encounter in Australia is a compelling account of Indigenous
responses to Western imposition...Carroll’s volume offers rare insight for scholars into what Aboriginal Australia has always/already
understood about Aboriginal art; that the art of perception has an immutable relationship with the strategies of colonial power.’
Greg Lehman, Australian National UniversityAustralia 0n Australian Aboriginal Studies Journal

‘Art in the Time of Colony is an absorbing, experimental interrogation of colonial art and encounter in Australia. Khadija von
Zinnenburg Carroll’s voice is distinctive and compelling.’
Nicholas Thomas, Director of Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, University of Cambridge, UK

It is often assumed that the verbal and visual languages of Indigenous
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merely collect material for interested colonizers. In developing the
concept of anachronism for the analysis of colonial material this book
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